Skautasamband Íslands
Basic Test – Patterns
-3

Judging criteria for GOE in patterns
-2

-1

Struggling,
laboured, forced
No knee action

Detoriorates or
limited
Stiff

Inconsistent
variable
Variable knee
action

Some speed, some
flow
Some knee action

Good speed w.
Variable flow
Good knee action

Correct Foot
Placement
Carriage & Style

Two feet or toe
pushing
Very poor lines,
carriage extensions

Variable

Generally correct

Clean

lines, carriage and
extensions Variable

Good lines of body
and limbs

Very good lines of
body and limbs

No edge / Flat

Shallow edge

Mostly pleasing
lines w. Some
breaks
Clear edge

Precise and
effortless
Superb carriage /
lines

Edge Quality

Wide stepping or
toe pushing
Poor body lines,
carriage and
extensions
Generally

Considerable speed
and constant flow
Strong Flexible
knee action with
rhythm
Neat

Good edge

Effortless edge

Superior Edge

Mohawks

Jumped or two
footed
Jumped or two
footed
Unrecognizable
Patter

Skipped or scraped

Forced

Majority correct

Clean

Neat

Clean and effortless

Skipped or scraped

Short

Majority correct

Clean/good control

Neat/ good control

Clean and effortless

Great inconsistency
in size

Slight inconsistency
in size

Majority correct
correct pattern

Consistency in
shape of pattern

Precise/ completely
right

Skipped or scraped

Forced

Majority correct

Clean

Consistency in
shape and size of
pattern
Neat

Wide stepping or
toe pushing
Both curves flat and
not equal or
significant “S“
Skipped or scraped

Variable

Majority correct

Clean

Neat

One curve flat or
one is too short or
slight “S“
Forced/ scraped

Similar curves clean
edge change
Majority correct

Equal and clean
curves and secure
change
Clean

Clean and confident
equal curves, short
change
Clean and Neat

Precise and
effortless
Equal curves, deep
and short
effortless
Clean and effortless

Skipped or scraped

Forced/ scraped

Majority correct

Clean

Clean and Neat

Clean and effortless

Skipped or scraped

Forced/ scraped

Majority correct

Clean

Clean and Neat

Clean and effortless

Speed-Flow-Rhythm
Correct Knee Action

Crossovers
Forwards/backwards
Pattern

Three Turns
Push Offs-Center
Change Of Edge

Counters / Bracket
Rockers / Loops
Twizzles

Jumped or two
footed
Two feet or toe
pushing
Both curves flat and
change too long or
pulled and “S“
Jumped or two
footed
Jumped or two
footed
Jumped or two
footed

0

+1

+2

+3
Considerable speed
/ effortless & fluidly
Deep fluid knee
action

Clean and effortless

